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The cruel~

cruelsea
On the day when author Nicholas Monsarrat's ash~s were being committed
to a quiet sea off Portsmouth, a few
hundred miles away, in the Atlantic
Ocean, the cruel sea was mounting
a fearsome effort to batter and crush
the yachts taking part in the Fastnet
Race.
·
Its savagery succeeded as 40 feet high
waves swept through the fleet leaving
behind a trail of havoc, with yachts
dismasted, forced aground, badly
damaged and sunk.
The toll in human life was even more
terrible. At least ten yachtsmen died
and many others are missing.
Rescue services were stretched to the
limit as brave people put themselves
at risk ensuring others were safe.
For a long time the stories of endurance
and brave
ill be told ...
Of helicopter crews who flew continuously, matching their skill against the
elements ... of lifeboatmen who went
to the gates of a foaming hell to snatch
back survivors . . . of the yacht crews
themselves who fought to save their
boats and their lives.
Still the race goes on, and certain
reaction to all this is that some people
will question why the yachtsmen sail
in such appalling conditions, endangering their own and other lives.
Awful though the consequences have
proved to be, the answer must always
be the same. Why does man climb
mountains, explore the deep, fly in
space ... ?
Because he is not made to live a coddled, armchair existence. He must
strive always to succeed.
This inspiration for all human endeavour
becomes the sad, but only meaningful
epitaph to those who are lost.

QUOTE
Man is the name of power
which rises above them all
and gives to everyone the
right to be that which God
meant he should be.
-Henry Ward Beecher
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